[Oral drugs inhibiting the VEGF pathway].
Angiogenesis does not initiate malignancy but promotes tumor progression and metastasis. Inhibiting angiogenesis is now a validated strategy for treatment of cancer. In order to do it, different ways are under investigation from cellular therapy to oral agents. Nowadays targeting angiogenesis with small molecules mainly concern inhibition of the VEGF receptors tyrosine kinase activity. Five molecules are currently in phase III trials and two of them (sunitinib and sorafenib) have been approved by the FDA for the treatment of advanced renal cancer. Despite those encouraging results, numerous points remain unclear. The toxicity profile seems to be favourable but long term effects could be problematic. Indeed, clinical trials have pointed out the role of VEGF pathway in the maintenance of numerous physiological functions. Moreover, none of the agents are specifically anti-angiogenic and the respective parts of the "off target" effects are difficult to evaluate. Simple and reliable surrogate markers of toxicity and efficacy are still lacking.